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A common to ma~y constituent data assimilation ications is 
the fact that one observes a much smaller fract of the space that 
wishes to estimate. For sensed estimates of the 
average concntrations are available, while one is faced with the of 
3D concentractions for initial a ic model. This 
in the the case of aerosols because the observable 
Aerosol ical a but 
also sums over a 
sulfate aerosols 
An aerosol model when driven resolution, state-of-the 
art of fields and realistc emissions can 
skillful forecasts even when no aerosol data is assimilated. The main task of 
aerosol data assimilation is to address the bias from ip~acurate 
of induced by errors in the 
the 
and aerosol assimilation as we do here, baroclinic 
errors is no the main order of business. 
We will describe and aerosol data assimilation scheme in which the 
in observation space, an maximum-
errors in AOD space. This scheme 
and da Silva 1998). 
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